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It is shown that if L is a lattice in which every element has only finitely many predecessors 
and (*) every element has no more than k immediate predecessors, for some positive integer k, 
then I L l~k- r  An example is constructed in which k =2 and ILl=~t, but the question of 
whether ILl =~k-~ is possible for k >2 is left unanswered. The conclusion ILl~<Nk_x also holds 
if, instead of (*), we substitute the weaker condition (*)': [or any subset F o[ k + 1 elements of L, 
x<~sup(F\{x}) for some xeF.  If, in addition, it is assumed that L satisfies a modularity 
condition, then it turns out that L must in fact be countable. For sets and set operations, the 
following results can be stated: if 5~ is a collection of finite sets which is closed under finite 
union (resp. closed under finite intersection and directed upward) and ~: has the property that 
for any k + 1 sets in ~, one of the sets is contained in the union (resp. contains the intersection) 
of the others, then I~1 ~<Rk-1. More generally, we show that if L is a join-semilattice in which 
every element has fewer than R x predecessors and L satisfies (*)', then ILl ~<~x+k-~- (This turns 
out to be an application of a result of Erd6s and Hajnal on set-mappings.) When R~ is regular, 
an example is constructed in which k =2 and ILl =~x+x- 
1. Introduction 
Let A be a set and ~:(A) the finite subsets of A ordered by inclusion. R. 
Haydon raised the following question concerning ~(A). 
Does  there  exist  a cof inal  subfami ly  ~:0 (i.e., every  G in ~(A)  is a subset  of  
some F in ~o)  which  is c losed under  f inite in tersect ion  and is such that,  for  every  
F in ~0,  the  co l lect ion  of  p roper  subsets  of  F which  are  in ~:o has at most  two 
max imal  members  (i.e., every  ~:o-Set has at most  two max imal  p roper  ~0-  
subsets)?  
Haydon asked this quest ion  (and answered  it for  the  case [A] ~<R 1) in connec-  
t ion with a cer ta in  topo logy  prob lem concern ing  the  space of  probabi l i ty  measures  
on the  product  {0, 1} A, whose  representat ion  as an inverse  l imit  over  the  index set 
~: (A)  o f fered  an approach  to so lv ing the  prob lem.  
When A is countab le ,  there  is no  diff iculty in f inding such a subfami ly  ~o  of  
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~(A) .  For, if A={a 1, a 2 . . . .  }, we can take ~r0={F1, F 2 . . . .  }, where /7,= 
{a 1 . . . . .  a,}. It is when A is uncountable that the question becomes interesting. 
In this paper, we shall reformulate this question about ~r(A) in the setting of 
lattices. Here the essential elements of the problem present themselves with 
greater clarity and several generalizations immediately become apparent. 
A corollary of one of the theorems we prove provides a somewhat surprising 
answer to the question raised by Haydon. We show that if L is a lattice in which 
every element has only finitely many predecessors and no more than k immediate 
predecessors, for some positive integer k, then L has cardinality ILl~<~k_l. In 
addition, we provide an example in which k = 2 and ILl = R1. It follows from these 
results that Haydon's subfamily ~:o exists if and only if IAI ~<R1- 
Other questions remain, however. The most intriguing, perhaps is this: for the 
lattices L described above, is ILl = Rk_~ possible for k >2,  or do we always have 
We present wo proofs of the main result on upper bounds for the cardinality of 
semilattices (in fact, of directed sets) that have finite breadth. One is direct and 
the other is hn application of a theorem of ErdSs and Hajnal [2] on set-mappings, 
which, in turn, is based on a theorem of Kuratowski and Sierpinski [3]. 
The author is indebted to P. Erd6s for bringing [2] to his attention. In adtlition, 
the author would like to thank R.J. Koch for several useful conversations during 
the course of this research. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let us first recall a few definitions and introduce the terminology we shall be 
using. 
A poset (partially ordered set) is a set P equipped with a reflexive, antisymmet- 
ric, and transitive relation ~<. If, for all x, y in P, either x ~< y or y ~< x, then P is 
called a totally ordered set or chain. The dual of a poset P, denoted by P*, is the 
same set with the order reversed. 
If X_  P, the lower set of X in P is the set 
P [X]={y~P:  y<~x for some x~X},  
which is written P[x] when X = {x}. The upper set of X is P*[X]. When P[X]  = P, 
then X is said to be colinal in P. 
If y < x and for no z in P is y < z < x, then we say that x covers y. We denote 
the set of elements covered by x by cov(x): 
coy(x) = {y: x covers y}. 
A poset P is said to be directed upward (resp. directed ownward) if every pair 
of elements x, y in P has an upper bound (resp. lower bound); if there is a least 
upper bound, or sup, xvy  (resp. greatest lower bound, or irff, xAy) ,  then P is 
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called a join-semilattice (resp. meet-semilattice). When both x v y and x ^  y exist for 
all x, y in P, then P is called a lattice. 
If P is a join-semilattice, then the operation x v y is associative, commutative, 
and idempotent and for any finite sequence x 1 . . . . .  x~ in P, the least upper bound 
sup{x1 . . . . .  x,} exists and coincides with x lv - - -vx~,  which we shall sometimes 
denote simply by V x~ (when the domain of i is understood). A similar statement 
holds for meet-semilattices. 
A subset M of a lattice P is called a sublattice if x v y and x ^  y are in M 
whenever x and y are in M, and a lattice subset if the poset M (with the ordering 
inherited from P) is a lattice. If P is a join-semilattice, then a subset I is called an 
ideal if x v y ~ I whenever x, y ~ L and P[ / ]  = L When P is a meet-semilattice, the 
condition P[I]  = I is equivalent to r ^  x ~ 1 whenever  ~ P and x ~/. 
If a poset P has a smallest dement,  we normally denote it by 0 and say that P 
has a 0. Of course, if P has a 0, then P is directed downward. Suppose, on the 
other hand, that the non-empty poset P is directed ownward but has no 0. Then, 
given any xl ~ P, there exists y ~ P such that x~ ~ P[y]. If, now, x2 is a lower bound 
for {x~, y}, then we must have x 2 < xx. Continuing, we can next find x 3 < x 2, and so 
on. Hence, we see that a poset which is directed downward either has a 0 or 
contains a strictly decreasing infinite sequence. 
3. Lower finite lattices and k-lattices 
We shall call a poset P lower finite if P[x] is finite for all x in P. If P is lower 
finite and the function [cov(x)l is bounded on P with maximum value k, then we 
shall say that P is a k-poset. A k-poset which is also a lattice shall be called a 
k-lattice. If to is the set of natural numbers with their usual order, then, clearly, to 
is a I-lattice and to xto x - - .  xto (k factors) with the product order ( (n i )~(ml)  if 
and only if ni ~< m~ for i = 1 . . . . .  k) is a k-lattice. 
Suppose L is a lower finite lattice and x, y are incomparable lements in L. 
Then x, y<s  =xvy  and the non-empty finite sets [x, s)={t:  x~t<s} and [y, s) 
have maximal elements u and v, respectively. By maximality, s = x v y covers both 
u and v, and since x<~u and y~<v, we cannot have u=v.  So [cov(s)l>~2. It
follows from this that L is a l-lattice if and only if L is a lower finite chain, and 
this clearly is equivalent to L being order isomorphic to either a finite ordinal or 
to. Therefore, a I-lattice is always countable. More generally, as we shall verify in 
Section 5, if L is a k-lattice, then ILl ~<l~k_~. 
However, a lower finite poset which does not possess the covering and lattice 
properties which distinguish the k-lattices, can have arbitrarily large cardinality, 
as the following examples demonstrate. 
3.1. Example. ~:(A), the finite subsets of the set A, ordered by inclusion, is a 
lower finite lattice and, when A is infinite, I:~(A)I--IAI. Since Icov(F)l--IFI for 
F~ ~(A) ,  the function [cov(F)[ is not bounded on ~:(A) when A is infinite. 
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3.2. l~.Y~mple, d~(A), the monoid generated by the set A,  consists of all finite 
sequences in A,  including the empty sequence 0. The product  of the two 
sequences  and t is the sequence st obtained by concatenation, with ~ acting as 
an identity. If we define s ~< t to mean that t = usv for some u and v, then J~t(A) 
becomes a lower finite poset which is directed upward and downward (¢ ~< s for all 
s). If a~ . . . . .  a,  e A and s = a 1 • • • a,, then cov(s) = {a 1 • • • a ,_  1, a 2 • • • a,}, so for 
IA[~>2, ~(A)  is a 2-poset. However,  for IA[~>2, ~t (A)  is not a lattice since for 
distinct elements a, b in A,  {ab, ba} has only ¢, a, and b as lower bounds and 
therefore has no greatest lower bound. When A is infinite, [~t(A)l = IA[. 
3.3. Example.  Let  S be the subfamily of ~:(A) consisting of 0 and all the 
singletons {a}, a cA .  Then S is a 1-poset which is a meet-semilattice and 
IS I - - IA l+ l .  
The situations exemplified above cannot be significantly expanded because of 
the condition of lower finiteness. For example, if P is a lower finite join- 
semilattice which is directed downward, then P is a lattice, since for any x, y in P, 
the set I of lower bounds for {x, y} is a finite, nonempty ideal and therefore its 
least upper bound sup I exists and belongs to / ,  i.e., x A y = sup L Moreover,  by 
our earlier remarks, a non-empty lower finite poset is directed downward i~ and 
only if it has a 0. This proves the first part of the following proposition. 
3.4. Proposit ion. (1) I f  P is a lower finite ]oin-semilattice, then, with the ad]unction 
of a 0 if necessary, P is a lattice. 
(2) I f  P is a lower finite meet-semilattice which is directed upward, then P is a 
lattice. 
Proof .  Suppose P is a lower finite meet-semilattice which is directed upward and 
x, y ~ P. We must show that S, the set of upper bounds for {x, y}, has a smallest 
member.  Since S is non-empty and contains inf F= x~ ^ .  • .^x ,  for every finite 
non-empty subset F = {x~ . . . . .  x n} of S, the proof  of (2) follows from the following 
lemma [4, p. 44]. 
3.5. I~mmR. [_f p is a meet-semilattice in which every strictly decreasing sequence 
is finite and X is any non-empty subset of P, then inf X, the greatest lower bound of 
X, exists; moreover, inf X = xl A" • • A X, for some finite subset {x~ . . . . .  x,} of X. 
l h~oL  Suppose the lemma is false. Then, for x~ . . . . .  x reX ,  x~^- • • ^ x  r is not the 
greatest lower bound of X, and so, there exists x ,+~X such that 
x~ A" • • A Xr A Xr+~ < X 1 A" • • ^  X,. It follows that S contains a strictly decreasing 
infinite sequence, contrary to our hypothesis. 
The next proposit ion is now immediate. 
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3.6. Proposit ion.  I f  ~; o is a cofinal subfamily of ~;( A ) and ~o is closed under finite 
intersection, then ~:o is closed under arbitrary intersection and is a lower finite lattice 
with respect o inclusion. Conversely, if L is a lower finite lattice, then x --~ L[x] is 
an order-isomorphism (in fact, a meet-isomorphism) of L onto a cofinal subfamily 
of ~:(L) which is closed under intersection. 
Let  us return now to Haydon 's  question concerning ~r(A). 
If A is infinite and ~o is cofinal in ~(A) ,  then A = U ~0, f rom which it is easily 
verified that [AI = I~r01. It therefore follows f rom 3.6 and our previous remarks 
that if K ~>R 1, then Haydon 's  subfamily ~r 0 exists for [A[ = K if and only if there 
exists a 2-lattice L with [L I= K. 
The  theorem that we shall prove regarding k-lattices actually pertains to a 
larger class of semilattices, which we shall now consider. 
4. Breadth 
In a join-semilatt ice S, a finite sequence {x~}~= 1 of length n is called redundant if 
there exists an index ] such that V x~=V~. jx~ (equivalently, x~<V~. jx~) ;  
otherwise, it is called irredundant. The sup of the lengths of the irredundant 
sequences in S is called the breadth of S and is denoted by b(S). For example,  if 
b (S )= 1, then S is a chain, since for all x, y in S, xvy  is either x or y. 
4.1. Proposit ion.  I l L  is a k-lanice, then b(L)<~k. 
l~root. Let  L be a k- latt ice and {x~}~__+~ an arbitrary sequence of length k + 1 in L. 
It suffices to show that V x~ = V~.ix~ for some index j. Let  y = V x~, Yi = V~.jx~ 
(j = 1 . . . . .  k + 1), and suppose that yj ~ y for all ]. Then Yi < Y for ] = 1 . . . . .  k + 1 
and for each j there exists z~ ~ cov(y) such that yj ~< zr Since Icov(y)l ~< k there 
exist distinct indices l, m such that zt = z m. Hence,  yl v ym ~<zt <y;  which is 
impossible since Yz v y,. = y. Therefore,  yi =y  for some ], which completes the 
proof.  
4.2. Remarks .  (1) In 4.1 strict inequality can occur. For example,  if k>2 and L 
consists of the sets ¢, {1} . . . .  , {k}, {1 . . . . .  k}, ordered by inclusion, then L is a 
k- latt ice and b(L )= 2. 
(2) There  exist lower finite lattices of finite breadth which are not k-lattices. 
For  example,  if L consists of the empty  set, the singletons {n}, and the sets 
{1 . . . . .  n2}, for n = 1, 2, 3 . . . . .  ordered by inclusion, then it is easily verified that 
L is a lower finite lattice of breadth 2 but is not a k-lattice. 
In purely algebraic terms, a semilattice is a set S on which there is defined a 
binary operat ion (product) which is associative, commutat ive,  and idempotent.  
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The join-semilattice determined by S is obtained by interpreting the product xy 
as the join operation, which amounts to defining x ~<y to mean xy = y. The 
meet-semilattice determined by S is obtained in a like manner  and is the dual of 
the join-semilattice determined by S. Then, the breadth of a join-semilattice and 
its dual notion, the breadth of a meet-semilattice, can be treated equally by 
defining the breadth of  a semilattice to be the sup of the lengths n of those 
products x~ • • • xn for which no factor is redundant. 
If P is a subset of a semilattice S, then we define the breadth of p relative to S, 
bs(P), to be the sup of the lengths of the products x~ • • • x, in which each x~ ~P 
and no x~ is redundant. Clearly, the breadth of P relative to S equals the breadth 
of P relative to [P ]=f fL~x:  FE  ~(P)}, the semilattice generated by P. 
4.3. Proposit ion, I f  P generates S, then bs(P )= b(S). 
Proof.  The inequality bs(P)<~b(S) is clear. On the other hand, suppose each 
s i e S and no sl is redundant in the product s~ - • • s n. Since P generates S, we can 
write s~ - - • s, = x~ • • • x m, where each x i is in P and is a factor of some si, and m 
is minimal. Then, no x i is redundant in x~ • • • x,,, and since no s~ is redundant in 
sl . . . s ., we must have m >~n. Therefore,  b(S)~bs(P ) .  
We now extend the notion of breadth to any poset P by defining a finite 
sequence {xl}~= 1 of length n in P to be redundant if there is an index j such that, 
for all x ~ P, x i ~x  whenever x~ <~x for all i~ j (which is equivalent o x i ~< ~/i*i x~ 
when P is a join-semilattice). The breadth o[P, b(P), is defined as before to be the 
sup of the lengths of the irredundant sequences in P. 
There is also a dual definition of breadth for a poset P (wherein t> replaces ~<) 
which is clearly equal to b(P*). As it turns out, however, the two definitions agree 
(cf. Ex. 3, p. 100 of [1]). 
4.4. l~oposit ion. For any poset P, b(P) = b(P*). 
1~oo|.  The statement that n <~ b(P) is equivalent o the statement that there exist 
x~ . . . . .  x,, y~ . . . . .  Yn in P such that, for all i and j, x i ~<yj if i~] ,  but x i~ yj. Since 
this statement is clearly self-dual, n ~b(P)  if and only if n ~ b(P*). Therefore,  
b(P) = b(P*). 
4.5. Remnvks. (1) If a poset P is isomorphicaUy embedded in a join-semilattice 
S, then b(P)~bs(P ) .  For, ff a sequence in P is redundant in S, then clearly it is 
also redundant in P. Strict inequality can occur. For example, if we take S to be 
the collection of subsets of {1, 2, 3} ordered by inclusion and P = {x ~ S: [x[~ 2}, 
then b(P) = 2 and bs(P) = b(S) = 3. 
(2) In contrast o 4.1, it is not generally true that b(P)<~ k when P is a k-poset. 
For example, when IA[ ~>2, the monoid generated by A (see 3.2) is a 2-poset of 
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infinite breadth, for if a, b are distinct elements of A,  then, for every positive 
integer n, {a~b,a~- lb 2 . . . . .  ab"} is i rredundant (if xi=a"+l-~b i and p i= 
Xl . . . x j _ lx j+ l . . . x  ., then xi~pi  but x~<<-pi for i :~]). 
We next prove that every poset P can be embedded in a join-semilattice S of 
the same breadth. Moreover,  when P is infinite and directed upward, S and its 
lower sets have the same cardinality character as P. The definition of S is as 
follows. For any subset X of P, let 
X+={yeP:x<~y for all xeX},  
and let x + = {x} + for x e P. Then, X + = f"lx~x x+, X+ N Y÷ = (X t_J Y)+, and hence, 
S~+(p) = {F+: Fe  ~(P)} 
is a meet-semilattice with respect o =_. Therefore,  S = S~+(P) is a join-semilattice 
with respect o __ and F + v G + = (Ft3 G) +. Since, for x, y e P, we clearly have x ~< y 
if and only if x+__ y÷, the map x - ->x + is an order- isomorphism of P into S. 
Moreover,  {x+: x e P} generates S since, for F={x 1 . . . . .  x,}=_P, we have 
i= l  i= l  
The embedding x--->x + is, in fact, more than just an order- isomorphism: it 
preserves sups. For, if A~P and p=supa~aa in P, then p+= f ' )a~,a  + and 
therefore, p+ = sup~,A a + in S. This proves the first part of the following proposi- 
tion. 
4.6. l~rOlmsilion. I f  P is a poset, then {x+: x ~ P} generates the joiri-semilattice 
S = ~;+(P) and x ----> x + is an order-isomorphism of P into S which preserves ups. In 
addition, 
(1) b(S) = b(P), 
(2) ISI = IP[, when P is infinite, and 
(3) if P is directed upward, then for an infinite cardinal K, IP[x][ < K for all x ~ P 
if and only if ISEu]l < K for all u ~ S. 
Ibroot. (1) {x~}i"= 1 is redundant in the poset P if and only if there is an index ] 
such that, for all x ~ P, xj <~ x whenever xi ~< x for all i ~ j, i.e., x~ ~_ 0 ~j  x~- or, 
what is the same, x~" ~< V~i  x~- in the join-semilattice S. If we now identify P with 
{x+: x~P},  it follows from the above and 4.3 that b (P )= bs (P )= b(S). 
(2) Since P is embedded in S and F---> F + maps ~:(P) onto S, we have 
IPI ~< Isl ~<I~(P)I. Therefore,  ISl = IPI when P is infinite. 
(3) Since y~<x in P if and only if y+~<x + in S; we have IP[x]l~lS[x+]l for all 
x ~ P. On the other hand, if F e ~r(p), then, since P is directed upward, there 
exists z e F +, and for all G+~S[F+], we have G+~_F +, so that z ~ G +, i.e., 
G c_ P[z]. Hence IS[F+][ <~ [~:(P[z])l. This proves (3). 
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5.5. Corollary. If  ~; is a collection of finite sets and k is a positive integer, then 
I~1 <~-1 when either of the following conditions holds: 
(1) ~; is closed under finite union and, for any k + 1 sets in ~;, one of the sets is 
contained in the union of the others. 
(2) ~: is closed under finite intersection and directed upward and, for any k + 1 
sets in ~, one of the sets contains the intersection of the others. 
Proof .  When (1) holds, ~: is a lower finite join-semilattice with respect to ___ and 
b(~-) ~< k. When (2) holds, then, by 3.6, ~ is a lower finite lattice with respect o ___ 
(since a collection ~0 of finite sets is directed upward if and only if it is cofinal in 
~:(A), where A = U ~;0)- Moreover,  as a meet-semilattice it has breadth ~< k so, 
by 4.4, b(~)<~k. Hence 5.5 follows from 5.2. 
Suppose L is a lower finite lattice. 
Then, as noted earlier, L has a 0 and for any A ___ L, we define the height of A, 
h(A),  to be the sup of the integers n I> 0 for which there exists a ~ A and a strictly 
increasing sequence {x~}i% o in L with x o = 0 and x, = a. Since L is lower finite, 
each element x ~ L has a finite height h(x)--  h({x}). 
If A~ . . . . .  A ,  are subsets of L, we define A~v. . .vA~ to be the set of all 
a~ v-  • • v a n, where a~ ~ A, for i = 1 . . . . .  n, and when each A i = A we writ~ A"  
for A~ v .  • .vA~.  If A vA  has finite height whenever A does, we shall say that 
join is bounded in L. 
5.6. Lemma. If A 1 . . . . .  A~ are subsets of finite height in a lower finite lattice L in 
which join is bounded, then A 1 v .  • • v A .  has finite height. 
lProo|. Suppose n=2.  Then B=A1UA 2 has finite height since h (B)= 
max{h(A1), h(A2) }. Therefore,  AlvA  2 has finite height since A~vA2~BvB 
and join is bounded in L. The result for general n follows easily by induction. 
5.'/. q[laeorem. I f  L is a lower finite lattice of finite breadth in which join is 
bounded, then L is countable; in fact, for each n, the set of elements of L of height n 
is finite. 
l~root. Let A denote the elements of L of height n and let {xi} be a sequence in 
A. If b(L) = k, then {x lv-  • • vxi} is an increasing sequence in A k and, by 5.6, A k 
has finite height. Therefore,  for some N, x lv . . .vx  i =xlv .  • -vx  N for all i>N.  
Then, x~ ~<xl v .  • .vx  N for all i and, since L is lower finite, the set {x~, x 2 . . . .  } is 
finite. So A must be finite. 
A lattice L is called distributive if the identity x v (y A Z) = (X V y) A (X V Z) holds 
in L and modular if xV(yAZ)=(xvy)AZ whenever x<~z. A weaker form of 
distributivity than modularity is the property of being upper semimodular [1, p. 
14]: if a~b and a, b both cover c, then avb  covers both a and b. It can be 
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shown [1, p. 40] that if a lower finite lattice L is upper semimodular, then 
h(xvy)+h(x^y)~h(x)+h(y)  for all x, y eL .  Therefore, join is bounded in such 
a lattice since we have h(x x/y)~< h(x)+ h(y). This, together with 5.7, proves the 
following result. 
5.8. Corollary. If L is a lower finite lattice which is upper semimodular and has 
finite breadth, then L is countable. 
6. Results and questions on existence 
Here we shall consider the following two questions: 
(A) For each positive integer k and ordinal h, does there exist a join- 
semilattice having breadth k, lower index h, and cardinality Rx+k_l? 
(B) Do k-lattices of cardinality Nk_ 1 exist for every positive integer k? 
6.1. For k = 1, the answer to both questions is yes: the ordinal Rx ()t = 0 for (B)) 
provides the required example. 
6.2. For k = 2, the answer to (B) is also yes. The following remarks (the details of 
which are easily checked) show how a 2-lattice of cardinality R 1 can be con- 
structed by transfinite induction. (We shall call a chain which is order-isomorphic 
to an ordinal a an a-chain.) 
(i) A countably infinite lattice L contains a cofinal to-chain C. For, if L = 
{x,: n ~ to}, then we can take 
C={~/=oX,:neto ]. 
(ii) If L is a 2-lattice and C is a cofmal to-chain in L, then L can be extended 
to a 2-1attice L '  in which L is a proper ideal. The construction is simple. Let C' be 
a copy of C disjoint from L and let x ~ x' be an order-isomorphism of C onto 
C'. Then we take L '=  L U C', where the ordering of L '  extends both that of L 
and C' and is determined by the requirement that each x in C is covered by the 
corresponding x' in C' (i.e., in addition to the related pairs of L and C', we adjoin 
all pairs (a, b'), where a ~ L, b ~ C, and a ~< b in L). 
(iii) If {L~},~,A is a family of k-lattices which is nested (i.e., totally ordered by 
inclusion) and has the property that L~ is an ideal in L B whenever L~ ~ L B, and, if 
we set L = [ _ J~ ,L~ and define x~<y in L if and only if x~<y in some L~, then L 
is also a k-lattice. 
6.3. For k >I 3, we do not know the answer to (B). An approach which is parallel 
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to the one outlined above, in (ii) would have L a k-lattice and C a cofinal 
(k -  1)-lattice subset of L closed under ^  (by 3.4(2), the lattice requirement on C 
is automatically satisfied if C is cofinal in L and closed under ^ ). The problem is 
showing such cofinal subsets exist at each stage of the construction. In this 
connection, suppose L o is a 2-lattice of cardinality R~, as constructed above, and 
L = L 0 x to with the product order (so L is a 3-lattice consisting of to copies of L 0 
stacked one on top of the other). Does L contain a cofinal 2-lattice subset closed 
under ^ ?  
With respect o (B) then, the simplest open problem is: 
Problem 1. Does there exist a 3-lattice of cardinality Rz? 
6.4. For k = 2, we can show that the answer to (A) is yes when R~ is a regular 
cardinal. The method is very similar to the construction above. However, we need 
the following results to take the place of (ii) and (iii). 
(ii)' Let P be a join-semilattice, a an ordinal, and {I}v<~ a family of ideals in P 
such that P= (-J-r<~, Iv and Iv, _~Iv2 ff Vl<V2. (For example, if C is a cofinal 
a-chain in 1 °, then we can take I v = Pixy] where {x,}v< = is a well-ordering of C.) 
Let C' be an or-chain disjoint from P and {X~}v< ~ a well-ordering of C'. Order 
P '=  P tO C' by adjoining to the related pairs of P and C' all pairs (p, x~) where 
p • I v. Then, P' is a join-semilattice in which P is embedded as a proper ideal, C' 
tXt  is a cofinal a-chain in P' and, if b (P )~2,  then b(P')= b(P); moreover, IP [ ,]1 = 
Ivl + 1 +[Iv] for every 3" <a.  (These facts are all easy to verify; for example, for 
x ' -  ' =ilff{~: ~<~ and that, if p•P  and 3"<a, pv  v -x . ,  where rl 3' p•I~}, so 
e t Pl . . . . .  P. • P then x v v Pl v-  • • v Pn = xv v Pi for some j.) 
(iii)' If {S~}~E A is a nested family of join-semilattices of breadth k and lower 
index h and S~ is an ideal in Sa whenever S~_S  a, then S=I..J~EAS~ is a 
join-semilattice of breadth k and lower index A, where x <~ y in S if and only if 
x ~< y in some S~. 
Suppose now that R x is a regular cardinal. 
We construct a join-semilattice S of breadth 2, lower index h, and cardinality 
Rx+ ~ as follows. 
Let {C,}~< .. . .  be a disjoint family of toe-chains. 
For each 3" < toe+l, we set S v = [-J-~v C. and by transfinite induction we define 
an ordering on S~ so that 
(1) S v is a join-semilattice of lower index h in which the chain C~ is isomorphi- 
cally embedded, 
(2) S, is embedded as an ideal in S v for u < 3", and 
(3) C v is cofinal in S~. 
(These conditions guarantee that b(S v) = 2 for 3"/> 1. For, if x • C~, y • C~ and 
/x~<v, then x•C~ and xvy=in f{z•C~:x~<z,  y<~z}. Hence, ff x i•C. , ,  i=  
1 . . . . .  n, and v~<~...~v., then x~vx . . . . . .  x._~vx,  are all in the chain C.. so 
that xav- . .vx .  =x/x/x .  for some ].) 
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Proceeding by induction, we assume that /3 <to~+l and that for every 3' </3, S v 
has been ordered so that (1), (2), and (3) are satisfied. 
Now, S a = P U C a, where P = U-,<B S.~ is (by (iii)') a join-semilatt ice of breadth 
2 and lower index A, and we shall order  S a by the method of (ii)'. 
Def ine "rr on P by setting 7r(p)= v if p ~ C v. 
(a) If /3 = ot + 1, then C~ is a cofinal to~-chain in P = S~ and we define the 
ordering on S a = P O C a by attaching C a to P as in (ii)'. 
(b) I f /3  is a limit ordinal and cf(/3) = tax we let f: to~ --> P be a bi jection and 
define {z.}.<.,, recursively as follows: zoeP is arbitrary and for 0<' r  <to  x we set 
z~ = inf{z ~ C~: [('r) < z and z~ < z for all tr < "r}, 
where ~1 is the smallest ordinal exceeding zr(f('r)) and zr(z~) for all tr <-r. Then 
C = {z~}~<.,, is a cofinal tax-chain in P and we order S a = P U C a as described in 
(ii)'. 
(c) I f /3  is a limit ordinal and cf(/3)< tax, then there exists {I~}~<~, a family of 
ideals in P, such that P=U~<o,~ I~, [I~[<Rx, and I.~_I~ ff "r1<1" 2. For, suppose 
=cf(/3) and that {3"~}~<c is an increasing ~-sequence with supe<¢ 3"e =/3. Let  
{x.}.<... be a wel l -ordering of Cvo and for each "r < toa define {x.~}~< c recursively as 
follows: 
x,o=x ~, x~¢=irff{z ~Cv : x~,<z for all /z<~}. 
Then {x~¢}¢<~ is increasing and we set I~ = Ue<¢P[x~].  It is easy to verify that 
{I~}~<,,, has the propert ies stated above. (We need Rx regular to guarantee that 
II~1<~.) We order  S a by attaching C a to P as in (ii)'. 
This completes the construction of the family of join-semilatt ices {S~,}~,< . . . .  . 
The required join-semilatt ice S is Uv<~+, Sv. 
Problem 2. Does  there exist a join-semilatt ice of breadth 2, lower index to, and 
cardinality R,,+I? 
This is the simplest open prob lem with respect to (A). 
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